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Just Sayin’ ...

Beyond Flesh and Bone

H

ope is a beautiful
word and beautiful thing, and it
is something we as children of God have been
given in a way the outside
world doesn’t understand.
Webster defines hope as a
“desire accompanied by
expectation of or belief in
fulfillment.” As believers,
Becca Powlus
our hope is found in Jesus
Christ. Our desires are accompanied by the expectation and belief that Christ is the only one
who can fulfill them. And though we will not
have every desire fulfilled while we are alive,
we have a hope beyond any other – the hope
of an eternity in heaven spent with the Lover
of our souls.
Man has come up with countless theories
about what happens after death. Some spend a
great deal of time studying, thinking and worrying about where they’ll go when their heart
expends its final beat. Others prefer not to
think about it at all, either believing that this
present life is all there is and the story’s over
when they die, or that there is no way to know
for certain what happens and therefore it’s not
worth thinking about. Christians, however,
know that our souls are immortal and that we
spend an eternity in either heaven or hell.
We have a hope unlike any other, but how
does that affect the way we live? We who have
humbled ourselves, recognized that there is no
way we can get to heaven without help, and
have reached out for the Savior, have the eternal promise of abundant life beyond the grave.
But the world has a tendency to distract us and
warp our view of heaven. Some believers are
thankful for the promise of heaven but don’t
want to go there until they’ve had the chance
to get married or have children. The world has

tricked them into thinking that this life is better than the one that awaits them. They have
been fooled by a lie.
This world is full of beauty and joy, but
it is also full of sin and despair. If you think
life is great now, just wait to see what God has
planned for you once you’re free from this sinstained world. If life isn’t so great for you now,
take heart – there’s a better world waiting for
you. Like I said, we have a hope beyond any
other, a hope the rest of the world doesn’t. And
it would be selfish of us to keep this hope to
ourselves.
Heaven is our eternal promise, but hell is
the eternal promise for those who don’t know
Christ. The most unloving thing we could do is
never share the life-changing hope we’ve been
given. Why are we so often timid in telling others about Christ? When we consider the fate of
the unsaved, we should be doing whatever it
takes to bring them the message of hope that
will change their lives and their eternal destiny.
In a sermon, Charles Spurgeon once said:
“If sinners will be damned, at least let them
leap to hell over our bodies; and if they perish, let them perish with our arms around their
knees, imploring them to stay. If hell must be
filled, at least let it be filled in the teeth of our
exertions, and let no one go there unwarned or
unprayed for.”
If we would let the hope of heaven saturate our existence and the reality of hell spur
us on to share Christ boldly, how much greater
an impact we would have in the world. Stay
focused and remember there is life beyond
this flesh and bone. The decisions we make on
earth have an interminable impact on our lives
after death. This world is not our home. We
need to use our short time here to bring hope
to the hurting. Stay faithful until the Father
takes you home.
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ELECTION 2012

Student Vote Important in this Election
And most CU students are planning to vote
by Mary Miller

I

n an election where the youth vote is extremely sought after, Cedarville students
have an opportunity to make a difference.
“There is potential for our young people
to be important again, largely because we have
that evidence from 2008,” said Jewerl Maxwell, a political science professor.
To discover how students at Cedarville feel
about voting in this election, Cedars conducted
a poll of the student body. A total of 448 students replied, with 402 of those students planning on voting in the election. Eleven percent
of students surveyed do not plan to vote Nov.
6.
Both political parties consider young people to be a deciding factor in the run for the
presidency. Forty-six million people ages 19 to
29 years old are eligible to vote, making up 24
percent of the voting-eligible population in the
United States, according to the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE).
In 2008, Sen. Obama ran a campaign that
was exceptionally attractive to young people.
The November 2008 presidential election
showed that young American voters preferred
Barack Obama to John McCain 2 to 1, according to CIRCLE. These numbers give the Obama
campaign confidence in youth turnout for the
upcoming election.
However, it remains to be seen if Obama
will be able to repeat his performance.
“Will the young people be as excited about
him as they were in 2008 when they saw
him as a transformative figure going to bring
change to Washington?” Maxwell asked.
Presidential candidate Gov. Mitt Romney
has a different challenge to overcome. Romney
is often considered lacking in charisma, Maxwell said.
“There seems to be that disconnect, that
Romney is part of this privileged class. So can
he really understand what a person who’s lost
their job is going through?” Maxwell asked.
This is one instance where Romney’s extensive business background does not help
him. Many people feel that Romney cannot
empathize with their struggles with jobs and
the economy because he has not experienced
similar struggles himself.
Something working in Romney’s favor in
this area is the addition of Paul Ryan as the
vice-presidential candidate. Ryan is considered likeable and friendly. His background
story, told by The New Yorker, includes being
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elected president of his junior class in a public
high school, playing basketball in a Catholic
recreational league and working the grill at
McDonalds, all of which make him a relatable
figure to the average American.
The importance of the youth vote is generally accepted. However, what causes youth
to decide to vote is not as clear. Demographic
shifts and advances in technology have transformed many things
about how young people
Opinion
think and act.
A Christian’s case
Despite
these
not to vote
changes, research has
shown that the prevailPage 19
ing factor influencing
youth voting has remained the same.
In his book “The Parents We Mean to
Be,” Harvard psychologist Richard Weissbourd wrote, “One of the strongest predictors
of voting are young adults’ memories of their
parents voting, discussing with parents about
elections and accompanying parents to the
polls.” Parents’ voting greatly increases their
child’s likelihood to vote.
Another important factor related to young
people voting is previous experience voting.
Research done by Boston University found
that after people have voted once, they are
far more likely to continue to vote in following elections. Once the hurdle of registration
has been overcome, voters consider it common
sense to vote again.
A 2010 study done by James Fowler, a
UC San Diego political science professor, and
Cameron Marlow, Facebook’s head of data science, showed that social media makes a significant difference in voting habits. The study included an “I voted” button and pictures of the
users’ closest friends who had voted as part of
a message at the top of members’ newsfeeds.
The social influence involved in the message
ultimately sent 340,000 more citizens to the
polls on Election Day, the study concluded.
Numerous other issues have a smaller yet
still significant influence on young adults’ voting customs. State laws allowing Election Day
registration increase youth participation.
“In 2008, on average, 59 percent of young
Americans whose home state offered Election
Day Registration (EDR) voted nine percentage
points higher than those who did not live in
EDR states,” CIRCLE said.
Scott Seider, in his article “The Influence
of Parental Support on the Community Service
Learning Experiences of American College
Students,” discussed several other issues that

affect youth voting. Civic education plays an
important role. Education may include social
studies classes, current events discussions and
politically minded clubs.
Additionally, college experience increases
chances of voting from 36 percent to 62 percent. There is also a gender gap in voter turnout, with women having eight percent higher
turnout than men.
Recognizing these issues, Cedars conducted an informal email survey of the student body. This survey asked if students were
or were not going to vote in the presidential
election. They were then given four choices
for each option as to why or why not they were
planning to vote.
Approximately 89 percent of students
who responded to the poll plan on voting.
This is much higher than the national average.
However, Maxwell said that such a difference
is to be expected since Cedarville students are
more apt to vote than other youth because of
their conservative background.
The majority of students chose the option of voting because they believed that participating in the political process is important.
To freshman Sarah Fox, the decision to vote is
common sense.
“How can I just sit back and watch as
others make decisions about the future of the
country that I live in when I am able to get involved and do something as well?” Fox said.
Sophomore Tyler Michael is voting for a
third party candidate. “I love politics and have
formed my opinions of what a politician should
look like,” Michael said. “I think that being fiscally conservative is the way to go but that our
social policies need to be centrist.” Based on
his political beliefs, Michael plans to vote for
Libertarian candidate Gary Johnson.
Twenty-two percent of respondents said
they were going to vote because it is their duty
as an American citizen, while a mere five percent are voting for their candidate based on
agreement with his political platform. This did
not surprise Maxwell.
“I get a sense from my interaction with
students here that Mitt Romney was not the
candidate that they really wanted,” he said,
adding that this was a common theme among
conservatives. “I can see many students here
saying, ‘I’m going to vote, but it’s not because
I’m excited for Mitt Romney.’”
Among the 11 percent that declared no
intention of voting, the percentages were the
same for those not voting because of apathy,
disagreement with both candidates’ political
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platforms and not taking the time to vote or
register. Only two percent of respondents are
not voting because they are not old enough or
are not American citizens.
Those not voting because of apathy represent two very different viewpoints.
“I feel apathetic because I honestly don’t
know much about anything ‘politics,’” sophomore Amy Ruiz-Bueno said. “I’ve taken several
classes, and it’s just far too complicated for
me.” Ruiz-Bueno represents a large portion of
the youth population that feels that political
action is just too confusing to navigate.
On the other side of the spectrum, there
are some whose knowledge of politics has led
them to this point of apathy. Freshman David
Widder-Varhegyi refers to his mindset as “apathy grounded in respect.” While he has background knowledge of the workings and beginnings of the American government, he does
not like what it has become today.
“I have a serious respect for the way our
country gives rights, freedom and liberty to the
millions of its citizens in publicly deciding who

both on the spiritual side and the political side.
As Christians, if God has instituted government, and if God is in control of all things, why
is this the one area of our life that we are going
to completely separate ourselves from?” Maxwell said. “I find it problematic to say, ‘Politics
is the one area that I’m not going to be involved
with,’ because it does impact our culture.”
To vote in the presidential election on
Nov. 6, one must be at least 18 years old, a
citizen of the United States and a citizen of the
state they plan to vote in for at least 30 days
immediately before the election.
Voter registration in Ohio ended Oct.
9. To have met the deadline, the registration
form must have been signed, postmarked 30
days before the election and mailed to the local Board of Elections or turned in at another
designated agency.
Those voting by absentee ballot in Ohio
must have their application form delivered by
Nov. 3 and their ballot received no later than
10 days after the election. Voting registration
and absentee ballot laws vary by state.

‘runs’ our country,” Widder-Varhegyi said.
“What I don’t respect is what politics has become. It’s a money game. There is no emphasis
on God, selflessness and actually solving problems.” Because he does not want either presidential candidate to win the election, WidderVarhegyi does not plan to vote.
A topic the Cedars’ survey did not cover
was the role of Christians in politics. Some
think that Christians should avoid politics
completely because our goal here on earth is to
evangelize the lost.
Senior Nicholas Mendillo believes that
Christians should know about political developments but avoid involvement in the political
process. “It’s far different from apathy. I stay
up-to-date and informed but simply believe it’s
counterproductive to the gospel to be involved
in government as Christians,” Mendillo said.
This contrasts with the view generally
taught in Politics and American Culture, the
politics general education class most students
are required to take at Cedarville.
“There is an obligation that we should feel

are cedarville Students planning to vote?
Cedars conducted an informal poll through email asking students whether they were planning to vote in
the presidential election. Approximately 14 percent (448 students) of the undergraduate student body
responded. Several students gave multiple answers, and several replied that they wanted an option not
listed. Only responses that listed one answer were counted.

2.7%

No, because I don’t agree with the
platform of any of the candidates.

3.1%

No, because I probably won’t take
the time to register or take the time
to go to the polling place.

2.9%

1.6%

No, because I am apathetic
towards the political process.

No, because I am not old
enough to vote or am not an
American citizen.

58.0%

22.8%

Yes, because I believe participating
in the political process is important.

Yes, because it’s my duty as
an American citizen.

5.1%

3.8%

Yes, because I agree with the platform
of the candidate I am voting for.

Yes, because I took the time to
register, so I might as well vote, too.

Male Results

Total Results

44.0% of participants were male
88.8% voted “Yes”
11.2% voted “No”

Female Results
56.0% of participants were female

YES%

89.7%

NO%

10.3%

90.4% voted “Yes”
9.6% voted “No”

Infographic designed by Radleigh Wakefield
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Candidates Share Views on Immigration
by John Filcik

A

tion, says that the plan to focus immigration
efforts on highly skilled, educated foreigners,
which both candidates support in some capacity, is nothing new. However, Graves said that
this plan is flawed.
“If that was the criteria in the past,” Graves
said, “then most of our families wouldn’t have
been let in because they were illiterate farmers.
Most of the people weren’t lawyers and doctors
and scientists who came in 100 years ago or 50
years.”

as an institution willing to take a stand on a
controversial issue despite the criticism that
would undoubtedly follow.
Ruby said that, despite enormous positive
feedback, Cedarville has received numerous
angry letters regarding the university’s treatment of the issue.
“I think there are some people who see
that this isn’t what conservative politicians are
saying,” Ruby said, “so it must not be biblical.”
Ruby explained that immigration is an issue that should cause a re-evaluation on the
part of political conservatives.
“They’re angry because they view any
questioning on this approach as ultimately
somehow a departure from scripture,” Ruby
said. “I think they haven’t looked at the biblical passages and haven’t thought through carefully about it.”
Despite this negative feedback, Ruby says
that most of the feedback has been “off-thetop-of-the-charts” positive.
Since the conference, Ruby has become a
member of the Evangelical Immigration Table, a group of individuals focused on reaching evangelicals regarding this issue. Additionally, Ruby is participating in a panel later
this month at the Indianapolis Colts’ football
stadium as a part of the Midwest Summit:
Forging a New Consensus on Immigrants and
America.
Ruby said immigration is an issue that
Christians must be concerned about.
“For me, before I got involved with this
issue, I always viewed immigrants as a group
that was somehow completely detached from
me and that I couldn’t relate to,” Ruby said.
“This is an issue affecting my brothers and
sisters in Christ ... that’s a tighter, more lasting connection, and if there’s something that’s
hurting them, it ought to hurt me, too.”

s economic issues take center stage in
the presidential election, the issue of
immigration, because of its close ties
with the economy, will affect Cedarville students at some point as they enter the workforce, according to Marc Clauson, a history and
law professor.
President Obama has criticized Mitt
Romney by saying that Romney is the most
“extreme nominee in modern history” when
A Look Back at G92
it comes to immigration issues, according to
Obama’s website. Romney, on the other hand,
Cedarville took a leading role among
has been on the offensive by hawking to voters evangelical Christian colleges on immigration
the lack of immigration reform from Washing- by hosting the G92 conference last October.
ton that Obama promised when running for The conference included keynote addresses
office in 2008.
from speakers of a variety of idealogies.
Though Obama and Romney have clearly
“I thought Carl [Ruby] was wise in that he
differing views, Clauson says that both their included a wide variety of voices from the poperspectives are rooted in the same goal.
litical spectrum,” Graves said, “and I thought
“I think their policies are different,” Clau- it was representative of American Christenson said, “but in the long run they both want dom because there were all sorts of people who
to be generous. It’s just a matter of how gener- came.”
ous.”
Carl Ruby, the Cedarville vice president
Obama’s plan centers on comprehensive who led the development of the conference,
immigration reform that allows illegal im- said it was a success, and Cedarville has been
migrants who arrive in the United States as praised for the conference and its willingness
minors to achieve permanent residency sta- to take a stand on a controversial issue, espetus and eventually citizenship through the cially following the publication of the spring/
DREAM Act.
summer edition of the Torch, a Cedarville peObama says it is key to focus enforcement riodical sent to alumni, students and donors.
of immigration laws on illegal immigrants who The most recent edition, dedicated solely to
are endangering communities. Enforcement immigration, highlighted specific lectures
should not be focused on students, veterans, from G92. Cedarville has received more bulk
seniors and military families.
requests for that issue of the Torch than any
According to Romney’s website, Rom- other previous issue.
ney’s plan for immigration reform centers on
The president of the National Association
recruitment of highly skilled workers as well of Evangelicals, Leith Anderson, praised Ceas enforcement. This involves granting per- darville at a recent conference on immigration
manent residency to any foreign student who reform in Chicago. Cedarville was highlighted
completes a math, science or engineering degree from an American
university.
Path to citizenship
Path to citizenship
Romney
would
Pass the DREAM Act, which would allow
Raise caps on visas given to highly-skilled
like to increase security
people who were brought in to the United
workers and grant permanent residency to
at the border through
States illegally as minors an opportunity
any foreign student who obtains an advanced
to attain citizenship through receiving higher
degree in math science, or engineering at
the use of a more foreducation or serving in the military
an American university
midable fence and inAllow undocumented spouses and children
Speed up immigration process for instances that
creased enforcement
of U.S. citizens to remain in the country while
reunite nuclear families and allow people who
they complete the immigration process
personnel along the
immigrated when they were young to be able to
acquire permanent residency and eventually
border. He would also
citizenship by serving in the U.S. military
Enforcement
like to make the emFocus immigration enforcement efforts on
Comprehensive
Employment
illegal immigrants who endanger communities,
ployee verification sysnot on low-priority cases such as students,
Pass bipartisan comprehensive
Develop an effective employee verification system
tem more streamlined
veterans, seniors and military
immigration reform at the federal
that allows employers to be sure the employees they
families
level
as
opposed
to
a
“patchwork
and effective, allowhire are legal and remove incentives for people to
of state laws” and policies
enter illegally (for example, driverʼs licenses and
ing employers a more
college tuition breaks)
Enforcement
simple way of being
assured of their emSecure the border with a high-tech
Make the temporary worker visa system
fence, increased officer presence and
more functional and expedient for agriculture
ployees’ immigration
an effective system of exit verification
employers and workers as well as tourism
status.
to ensure people do not overstay
employers and workers
their visas
Marlena Graves,
advisor to Cedarville’s
Sources: barackobama.com and mittromney.com
immigration organiza-

I m m igr ation
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Cedarville Weighs in on U.S. Economy
by Mary Miller

A

The Economy

s Election Day
approaches,
the
Taxes
Taxes
economy looms as
Permanently cut marginal tax rates by
Created the Buffet Rule (“Taxpayers that make
an important issue to stu20 percent
more than $1 million a year pay at least the same
dents who want to gradutax rate as middle-class families.”)
Eliminate the Death Tax and repeal the
ate and get a job in the
Alternative Minimum Tax
Plans to cut more than $4 trillion from the deficit
by cutting spending and increasing revenue
future.
Regulation
“Your generation is
Wall Street reform
Eliminate undue economic burdens
(Obamacare, Dodd-Frank, Sarbanes-Oxley
going to be dropped off
Ended “too big to fail” policy by giving
and other Obama-era regulations)
regulators the authority to step in, ending
into an economy that is not
taxpayer-funded bailouts of banks
Spending
creating jobs,” said Bert
U.S. Jobs
Cap spending at 20 percent of GDP
Wheeler, a professor of
(gross domestic product)
Bring jobs back to the U.S. by eliminating tax
economics. A Rutgers study
breaks for companies that ship jobs overseas,
Cut spending by approximately $500
creating incentives for businesses to bring jobs
from early May showed that
billion per year by 2016
back to America
almost 50 percent of college
Reduce foreign aid
Make tax cuts for the middle class permanent
graduates over the past five
years are unemployed or
working jobs that do not re“The Obama platform and the romney platform”
quire college degrees.
Sources: barackobama.com, mittromney.com
With such statistics
gaining much press time,
Infographic designed by Radleigh Wakefield
voters are concerned. In
response to that concern, both President Obama Obamacare and additional regulations Obama in- and right are represented. Arthur Brooks — auand Republican challenger Mitt Romney have stituted in order to remove the economic burdens thor of “Road to Freedom: How to Win the Fight
made the economy their top issue in this election. they bring.
for Free Enterprise” — will be presenting a moral
Taxes and spending are an important facet of defense of free enterprise. Ron Sider, who will be
While both promise improvements in the economy and employment rates, a Washington Post Romney’s platform. He plans to abolish the Death speaking in chapel Thursday, Oct. 25, is considsurvey shows that most voters are not sure whose Tax and the Alternative Minimum Tax while cut- ered a “patriarch of the evangelical left.”
ting marginal tax rates by 20 percent and the corplan is better or what characteristics to look for.
Lisa Sharon Harper and D.C. Innes, the co“It boils down to what your vision is for fair- porate tax rate to 25 percent. Spending would be authors of “Left, Right, and Christ: Evangelical
ness in the economic realm,” Wheeler said. “Do capped at 20 percent of GDP with spending cuts Faith in Politics,” will be presenting both sides of
you believe that fair is where you have a level of approximately $500 billion per year by 2016.
the role of business and government in alleviating
The addition of Paul Ryan as Romney’s poverty.
playing ground and people are rewarded according to their contributions and productivity? Or do choice for his vice-presidential candidate solidiWith this conference, Cedarville hopes to
you believe that fairness is where we have equal- fied the economy as the top issue for his campaign. send students to the polls as more informed vot“By Romney choosing Ryan, he was saying, ers. Speakers will be specifically addressing signifity of income regardless of what an individual has
done? Do you want to live in a society where you ‘We are choosing this as the issue of the election,’” icant issues like the national debt and deficit from
are rewarded for economic success or would you Wheeler said. Congressman Ryan, the chairper- an ethical and biblical perspective.
prefer the emphasis to be on equalization after the son of the House Budget Committee, is known for
“We’ll be able to provide you with the rehis fiscally conservative budget proposals.
fact?”
sources to help you make a more informed deciPresident Barack Obama’s economic polision about economic systems,” Wheeler said.
American Dream Conference
cies are mainly based on his decisions previously
Ultimately, the American Dream Conference
made during his administration, his website said.
In response to the great need for knowledge has goals that reach beyond this upcoming presiIn 2009, the federal government extended about economic policies, Cedarville is hosting the dential election.
emergency loans to General Motors and Chrysler American Dream Conference on Oct. 25-26.
“Part of Cedarville’s strategic map is to be
to prevent the collapse of the automobile indus“The American Dream Conference is the very intentional about building a stronger natry. Obama declares this as a major victory for first in a series of four that we are calling Critical tional reputation,” Ruby said. “We want that
employment ratings. He also wants to bring more Conversations for Evangelicals,” said Carl Ruby, reputation to be built upon our commitment to
jobs back to United States soil. To do that, he vice president for student life. “It is our attempt strong academics, biblical integration and Christplans to eradicate tax breaks for companies that to bring biblical teaching, good scholarship and a centered cultural engagement.”
outsource their jobs to countries overseas.
The American Dream Conference starts the
commitment to the highest standards of civility to
After the bailouts of federal banks in 2008 some difficult and controversial topics.”
evening of Thursday, Oct. 25, with an opening
and federal mortgage organizations Fannie Mae
When faculty got together to discuss poten- banquet and session with speaker Barry James,
and Freddy Mac in 2010, Obama changed eco- tial issues to cover during the conference series, titled “How the Deficit and National Debt Affects
nomic regulation policies. He ended the “too big the proximity to the election was considered.
You and the Economy.”
to fail” policy, giving authority to regulators to
On Friday, Oct. 26, there will be four keynote
“We realized that national debt and deficits
step in when financial organizations made risky were a very important part of what is going to de- sessions at 8:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 1:45 p.m. and 3:15
decisions.
termine this election and also something that is p.m. Chapel on Thursday will be led by Sider. The
Romney comes to the election with plans to not going to go away,” Wheeler said.
content covered on Friday includes the deficit,
reverse much of what Obama has accomplished
Speakers were chosen based on their profes- the national debt, Social Security, capitalism and
during his term. A key feature of Romney’s pro- sional capability, ability to express themselves and poverty. Registration is available on Cedarville’s
posed economic policies is the elimination of commitment to their faith. Both the political left website.
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Why I am Voting for Romney
Mitt Romney is
not a perfect candidate. I certainly don’t
agree with all his
ideas, nor was he my
choice in the primaries. Given the choice
of two imperfect men,
Romney clearly is a
better representative
of my beliefs and, I believe, the core beliefs
of most Americans.
Marc Clauson
One of the biggest
issues of concern to the Christian community
is religious freedom. Although a “liberal” idea,
freedom of religion has been under attack
throughout Barack Obama’s first term. One
clear and frightening example is his mandate
in Obamacare that requires religious schools
and institutions to fund abortion and contraception services to all their employees. Worse
may be yet to come.
Romney understands that capitalism is
not an evil in itself and that government has
gone too far in creating laws that seek to control the economy. When capitalism is pro-

moted, jobs will naturally be created without
the need for trillions in government spending.
Jobs through free markets are the best way to
help people improve their standard of living
and attain dignity.
Romney, unlike Obama, does not believe
that government does everything better. Instead, he is in favor of unleashing the power
of free individuals to create jobs and stimulate
the economy. This cannot be done with the
pages of oppressive new government regulations created every week. President Obama is
hostile to most any form of capitalism except
heavily controlled markets.
Third, Romney does not support immoral
policies and actions such as abortion. President Obama has been a public and consistent
advocate of abortion. While in the state senate of Illinois, Obama supported partial birth
abortion. Though Romney’s moral underpinnings may not have the same basis as that of
an evangelical Christian, they are largely identical, and we could be pretty certain he would
support many of the social issues important to
followers of Christ.
Another positive attribute of Romney
is his support of the original public meaning

of the Constitution. Words mean something,
and this document is the social contract for
our nation. If it means anything judges want
it to mean, then we don’t even need it. Mitt
Romney believes it means something, though
it may at times be difficult to discern original
intent. Obama, on the other hand, takes the
“living document” approach, which allows activist judges to use the constitution to forward
a progressive agenda.
In foreign policy Romney seems to have
an intuitive sense that will allow him to lead
the country in an uncertain global age. The
president believes in a sort of “national relativism,” as if all nations were moral equals.
Finally, Mitt Romney has a personal morality that is suited to the office of president.
He seeks to be honest, faithful and kind in his
private and public life. President Obama’s morality seems to be more rooted in pragmatism,
and he’s been caught in lies and contradictions
on numerous occasions. He surrounds himself
with those who bully others who disagree with
them — the “Chicago way.”
Marc Clauson is a history and law
professor at Cedarville.

Why I am Not Voting for Romney

Shawn Graves

David Mills

There are 20.5 million Americans living in extreme poverty, surviving on less than
$9,000 for a family of three. There are 6.3 million people depending solely on food stamps for
income. While 79 percent of single mothers who
head households have jobs, a person working
full time at minimum wage still falls 22 percent
below the poverty line for a one-parent, twochild family. Thus 41 percent of single mothers
live in poverty. All told, 46.2 million Americans
are impoverished, including 16 million children
(21.9 percent of all American children). And 3.5
million people are homeless.
By contrast, the wealthiest 1 percent controls nearly 42 percent of the wealth. The 400
wealthiest citizens have wealth equivalent to
the bottom 150 million citizens. Average CEO
compensation is at least 185 times greater than
the pay of the average worker. Ninety-three
percent of recent income growth has gone to
the top 1 percent. And Sam Walton’s six heirs
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own as much wealth as the bottom 100 million
Americans.
With these statistics, the U.S. ranks worse
than 93 of 136 countries on the CIA’s index of income inequality. We are on par with Iran, Uganda and the Philippines. We keep similar company when graded on social ills that correlate
consistently with high levels of income inequality: teen pregnancy, infant mortality, violence,
imprisonment, drug use, poor educational performance and restricted economic mobility.
We cannot ignore these realities. We
ought to love others even as we love ourselves.
We ought to seek the flourishing of all. As Cornel West insists, “Justice is what love looks like
in public.” We plan to vote for justice.
Romney believes that “we have a safety
net there” for the very poor. But the safety net
is shredded. Since 1996, Americans have no legal right to welfare. Consequently, in 2008, only
36 percent of eligible families received welfare
assistance. In six states, less than 10 percent of
eligible families received welfare, and only six
states provided benefits to half or more of eligible recipients. Welfare benefits amount to less
than half of the poverty line in all 50 states. Life
on welfare is neither as prevalent nor as comfortable as pundits allege. Not surprisingly,
impoverished women, motivated by economic
hardship, account for 75 percent of all abortions.
We have witnessed the human reality behind these statistics. Repairing the safety net is
something we can do to love others as we love
ourselves. We should empower our next president to do the following:
Provide universal health care. The

United Nations recognized this as a basic human right in 1948. In 2011, 48.6 million Americans were uninsured. But Romney will repeal
Obamacare; he believes that ER visits provide
adequate health care for the uninsured.
Decrease defense spending. Use
the savings to care for the poor. A two
percent reduction in our $711 billion military
budget could nearly double federal welfare
protections. But Romney will increase defense
spending and will offset the increase with cuts
to programs that serve the poor, like LSC, CPB,
Title X and Davis-Bacon.
Raise the marginal income tax rate
above 35 percent for the wealthiest. This
rate was once 94 percent (1944-45). Its 100year average is 57.6 percent. Even under Reagan, it averaged 51 percent. Raising this rate
would generate significant revenues for repairing the safety net and would offset some
deleterious effects of inequality, including the
economic motivators of abortion. But Romney
will decrease tax rates, creating a deficit unless
the economy grows 4 percent annually. Since
no Republican president in modern history
has maintained a 4-percent growth rate, the
Romney plan will increase the deficit, under
fund programs that help the poor and exacerbate inequality.
We could say much more, but these minimal claims will have to suffice to demonstrate
why we believe that Romney won’t secure justice for “the least of these.”
Shawn Graves and David Mills are
philosophy professors at Cedarville.
October 2012
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Business Department Becomes School
of Business Administration
Changes to help present and future generations of business majors
by Mary Hurton

B

usiness administration at Cedarville is in
the midst of its first semester as a school
instead of a department. The change to
a school is one step in the process to become
leaders in biblical and innovative education.
The appointment of the School of Business Administration (SBA), which officially
replaced the department on June 1, marks the
expansion of one of the most highly demanded
programs at the university. The SBA accounts
for approximately 12 percent of Cedarville’s
student body and about 2,500 alumni.
The change from a department to a school
is part of a larger Cedarville vision, which is
to provide better service and to further equip
graduates, said a Cedarville public relations
announcement.
A number of developments come with the
expansion. Business courses will be integrated
into multiple majors outside of the business
program, including a number of leadership
blocks to be taught by SBA faculty. Additionally, the sport management major was relocated
into the SBA to better equip students majoring
in that area.
The university also plans to begin offering
a graduate program in business. This M.B.A.
program will be fully online for increased accessibility. As Cedarville continues to explore
this opportunity, the venture is projected to
begin in 2013.
Retired Air Force Lt. Gen. Loren Reno
serves as the inaugural dean of the school.
Reno grew up locally, having attended both elementary school and high school in Cedarville.
He graduated from Cedarville University in
1970 with a degree in comprehensive science
and education. Returning to Ohio and adjusting to the dean position has gone smoothly because it feels like coming back home, he said.
Reno retired in February 2012 after a
38-year career in the Air Force. During these
years, he was stationed in over 20 locations,
including the Philippines and numerous places across the United States, such as California
and Washington, D.C. Throughout this time,
Reno was in charge of numerous large operations and was responsible for countless individuals and resources.

Reno believes that his career provided
him with valuable practical and hands-on
leadership experience which will benefit the
School of Business Administration.
“I want to pour my experience into the

“It is much more
prestigious to
graduate from a
school of business
rather than a
department of
business. Becoming
a school gives more
credibility to students
studying business.”
Michelle Mead
Senior student

lives of Christian young people to better equip
them to go out in their adult lives and make a
difference for the Lord,” Reno said.
A number of long-term goals have been set
for the School of Business Administration and
the role it will play at Cedarville. One of the
top objectives is that the SBA will develop and
place the best-equipped business professionals. SBA faculty envision the school becoming
the leader in biblical and innovative education.
According to Reno, Cedarville is already
headed in that direction. A recent evaluation
of 38 colleges in Ohio determined Cedarville to
be No. 1 in preparing accounting graduates for
the Certified Public Accountant exam. Cedarville graduates had the highest first-time pass
rate of the exam out of all graduates from the
evaluated schools.

Reno said that he sees this as an indication that the SBA is on the right path and that
the school will continue in this area.
“I am convinced that we can be the leader
in biblical and innovative education,” he said.
Other goals of the school include growth
in the areas of quality and quantity as well as
strengthening relationships between the SBA
and external businesses and organizations.
“It’s my desire to prepare and place professionals for work in the businesses of the
world,” Reno said. “I am spending and will
spend a lot of energy and time to open doors
for internships and jobs.”
Students studying within the business
program are going through the transition as
well. Many find the changes to be advantageous to them both during their time at Cedarville as well as in their future.
According to senior Michelle Mead, the
strenuous accreditation process required for a
School of Business sets it apart from a department.
“It is much more prestigious to graduate from a school of business rather than a
department of business,” Mead said. “Becoming a school gives more credibility to students
studying business.”
Senior Cassie Gray said it is an advantage
that in becoming a school, new faculty have
been added.
“By switching to a school, we will be able
to attract more influential and knowledgeable
people to Cedarville,” she said.
According to Gray, the proposed M.B.A
program also presents advantages. Gray said
that although the department became a school,
not everything is different.
“The signs in the building have changed
but the heart of the department has stayed the
same,” Gray said. “We are still preparing biblically founded businessmen and women that will go
out and glorify God in the field he has called us.”
According to Reno, the greatest strength
of the SBA is the faculty’s academic preparation, practical experience, love for the students
and enthusiasm in their walk with the Lord.
While he does not expect goals to come to fruition as soon as this year, faculty will do all they
can to equip students and prepare them for excellence, Reno said.

“I am convinced that we can be the leader in
biblical and innovative education.”

Retired Air Force Lt. Gen. Loren Reno, dean of the newly
formed School of Business Administration
October 2012
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Sitcom Pilot Filmed at Cedarville
Professor and students work together on ‘Undergrads’ to pitch to networks

L

ast spring Cedarville University students
received an email requesting those interested to audition for a sitcom that James
Kragel, professor of communications, wanted
to film on campus. Almost half a year later, the
sitcom is a reality.
“It goes back nine years to when my son,
Dave, took my screenwriting class,” professor Kragel said. “We had always talked about
doing something with the talent that comes
through here.”
After contacting some of the best writers
and creative people he knew, Kragel, his son,
David Kragel, and a select few Cedarville students set out to write a script.
“I got an obscure email from professor
Kragel just simply saying, ‘Hey do you want to
be a part of a writer’s table for a sitcom?’ I really didn’t know what to expect,” junior Parker
Adams said.
Professor Kragel started the writer’s
group to get creative minds together to write
something. They decided on a sitcom. Senior
Tina Neely said that David Kragel wrote it and
then the job of the students was to comment
and critique the drafts.
“The sitcom, “Undergrads,” tells the story
of four girls and four guys that are coming to
college as freshmen for the first time,” Professor Kragel said. “We wanted to show the nice
side of that because Hollywood always goes to
the bottom of the barrel. They always go after
the sex and the booze and the partying and
all the evil that goes on when they do a show
about college life.
“This is how I describe it to people, if you
can think of a marriage between “Friends,”
“Seinfeld” and “The Cosby Show,” that’s ‘Undergrads.’”
Kragel said the show has the cleverness
of “Seinfeld” and the relationship issues of
“Friends,” but it is very family friendly like “The
Cosby Show.” While the show has moral values
embedded in the script, it is not a “Christian”
show. It is also not directly an evangelistic production, but it will have indirect influences,
Professor Kragel said.
After the script was finished, the team
decided to try to sell it. Professor Kragel said
he had some graduates in Hollywood working,
so he contacted them to see who might know
somebody who knows somebody.
However, Professor Kragel and his son
received apology after apology. Kragel said
that his graduates told him that no one in Hollywood wants to read scripts right now. The
graduates said that the mood in Hollywood is
they don’t want to take the chance on a new
person.
“When we learned about that, we prayed
about it and looked at each other and said,
‘Why don’t we shoot it?’” Professor Kragel said.
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Photos provided by James Kragel
Director David Kragel (standing middle) directs a scene in “Undergrads” as actor Mark Krebs plays
a video game. Two pilot episodes were shot during Cedarville’s Getting Started Weekend.
Kragel said that the feedback from Hollywood was very positive about shooting a pilot.
They said that if you can show them a type of
show you want and can prove that it will work,
then something might happen with it.
“So we prayed, ‘God we need you to not
only to be in this, but we need you to be ahead
of this. We need you to be ahead of this and
open doors for us,’” Kragel said. “We knew that
if God was not in it, then it was not going to go
anywhere.”
The first audition was held in Cedarville
in March. An audition was held in Dayton that
brought in almost 100 more people. Additional
auditions were held through Skype or were coordinated by local theater groups. In total, over
200 people auditioned for the eight principle
parts.
Junior Jackie Long said that the Kragels
really did listen and take their advice. After
each round of auditions, the group discussed
which actors they liked for certain parts. Overall, Long said that she really enjoyed the casting experience, saying that it was like nothing
she had ever done before.
When auditions were complete, they had
eight principle actors that the group was very
pleased with.
“It was amazing to get Hollywood caliber
actors in southwest Ohio. We just felt really
blessed,” Professor Kragel said. “When you
have really good actors all you have to do is get

out of the way and let them do their thing.”
Professor Kragel said that he thinks people are going to be surprised by the quality of
the show. He said that while it won’t look like
a network show, it will be pretty close. But he
said that what he and David are really interested in is making people laugh.
“We are hoping that the mistakes are so
‘backgroundish’ that they worry about the story and they won’t worry about the budget that
we didn’t have,” Kragel said.
The group was able to use high-tech equipment from a big feature film store in Cincinnati
for free because the owner heard that the pilot
was being filmed by a group of college students
and wanted to support the next generation of
filmmakers.
Besides finding the necessary equipment
and raising monetary support for the project,
pre-production also included gaining permission from student life staff and campus safety
to shoot in various places on campus. The pilot
was filmed the week of Getting Started Weekend, so the group had to schedule around campus activities.
The week of filming included long days
and short nights. The crew arrived on location at six in the morning and often stayed
past midnight. Professor Kragel said that the
team probably put in over 100 hours in those
six days.
“It was the most stressful, wanting to pull
October 2012
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Over 200 actors
auditioned for parts in
the pilot shooting of
“Undergrads.” The four
male leads (left to right)
are Johnathan Williams,
Mark Krebs, Cameron
Elliot and Michael
Barr. The four female
leads (left to right) are
Cameisha Cotton, Olivia
Cook, Sarah Brown and
Alex Thornburg.

my hair out, wanting to pull someone else’s
hair out, best and worse experience ever,”
Long said.
Long said that during filming week, her
job was continuity and script supervisor. That
meant she had to make sure things stayed
constant throughout the week. She made sure
that everyone was in the right wardrobe and
makeup for certain scenes since they filmed
the scenes out of order.
Neely’s job during the filming process was
second shooter. She was responsible for half
the footage recorded. She said that in filming
the sitcom, they had to switch between cameras so often her job ended up being really important.

“What we were doing is uncommon in
our industry - for a reason. Late nights, early
mornings, but we all agreed that it was the
best, worst week of our lives,” Neely said.
Neely was referring to the amount they
filmed in such a short time. Not only did they
shoot the pilot in a period of six days, but they
also filmed the second episode.
Adams’ job during filming week was second unit director, which consisted of working
with the extras and also being an extra pair of
eyes for the Kragels.
Adams made sure that they got the shots
and the lines how they wanted them.
Adams said that the cast bonded within a
day and by the end of the week they were like

best friends.
“The really wonderful thing
is how close we became as a family by the end of the week,” Professor Kragel said. “You depend
on each other so long that you really get to know each other very
quickly.”
Kragel said both the crew
and the cast felt a strong bond
by the end of the week and joked
that David needed to write another script so that they could
continue filming Monday.
Long said it was really cool
to see the father-son dynamic
at work. While David Kragel
focused more on getting the
perfect shot, Professor Kragel focused on getting it done
faster.
“It was nice for me as a dad.
I got to spend that week with
him,” Professor Kragel said.
When asked if they would
do a project like that again, the
answer was a definite “Yes.” However, Professor Kragel and other crewmembers joke about
a list of things that they would do differently in
the future. But over all, Professor Kragel said
he is 95 percent happy with it.
Right now the team is in the final stages
of editing. A closed premier will be held Oct.
27. The plan is to eventually sell the show to a
major network.
“Ultimately, the goal is that this is the
future. I don’t think that there is anybody involved in the process that is looking at this like,
‘Well, that was a good experience. I hope I can
learn from this,’” Adams said. “At the end of
the day we all want to walk away with this becoming a real show.”

“Late nights, early mornings, but we all agreed that it was the best, worst week of our lives.”
Tina Neely, Cedarville student who worked as second shooter during filming
October 2012
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Cedarville’s Plan for the Future Right on Schedule
University is making steady progress on its Vision 2020 goals, admins say
by Holly McClellan
Students may or may not remember the
chapel two years ago when Dr. Brown introduced Cedarville’s strategic plan for the future,
Vision 2020. But perhaps unbeknownst to students, the university’s been steadily chipping
away at their goal of making Cedarville one of
the foremost Christ-centered universities in
the county. A look into Cedarville’s progress
shows that the university is right on schedule
with its plan.
Preparations for the comprehensive strategic policy began over three years ago,
when Dr. Brown, provost John Gredy,
and various vice presidents met as part
of Cedarville’s Administrative Counsel
and planned for over a year to decide
what the future held for Cedarville.
Eventually, they called in Dr.
Bob Severe, a friend of Cedarville
who just happens to be a nationallyknown marketing consultant. Severe frequently consults with other
area universities like the University
of Dayton and Wright State, so he
knows exactly what colleges need to
not just survive, but thrive.
“One of the things that he told me
was that even during tough economic
times, this is a time to bolt forward,”
Gredy said. “And that’s where faith comes
in. So we really believe that God wants to do
much more with Cedarville University in the
future.”
The results can be seen in the administration’s strategic map for Vision 2020, an easyto-read one-page plan detailing the different
focuses of the university’s approach. One major goal is expanding Cedarville’s undergraduate enrollment, which the university hopes
to grow from its current capacity of 3,400 to
4,000. But though expansion is desired, Gredy
said moderation is necessary as well.
“We want to keep the ethos we have,” he
said. “In my own leadership life, I know more
students here than anywhere I’ve ever been.
We want to keep that small student-to-faculty
ratio.”
The biggest change, then, will come from
Cedarville’s greatly expanded graduate program. Future offerings will include a Masters
of Business Administration, Masters of Science in Management, Masters of Science in
Nursing, Masters of Education, a fifth-year
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Masters of Ministry program and the possibility of a graduate-level program for occupational therapy.
Many of these graduate-level programs
will be conducted completely online, allowing
the university to reach a far wider range of students. The new programs, some of which are
still gaining approval from state accreditation

agencies, are all part of a process that Gredy
said will usher in a new era for the university.
“If you look at the history of Cedarville, up
until this point we have been primarily an undergraduate institution. And I think God has
enabled us to do quite well,” he said. “He’s really blessed us in the undergrad. But now we
look at it as though that was the first half, and
now we’re entering into the second half, which
is exciting.”
But students can be grateful that the increase in programs shouldn’t equal a large increase in prices. Even before the inauguration
of Vision 2020, the university was working on
upgrading its financial aid program to make a
Cedarville education viable in today’s economic crunch.

“The graduate program [pricing] is competitive with state schools,” said Janice Supplee, vice president for enrollment management and marketing and also a member of the
administrative counsel that approved Vision
2020. “It is priced so that a professional can
do this and make it work.”
Dean of Graduate Studies Andy Runyan
said the reason Cedarville’s able to offer such
competitively priced courses is because the
university really pushed for making the new
programs self-sustaining.
“Each one of these programs is what I call
a ‘profit-centered program,’ so we worked
to make sure that we’re not drawing a lot
of money away from the university, but
that the program is paying for itself,” he
said. “And that includes the additional
advertising that we’ll be doing.”
Advertising will play a key role
as the university tries to build its
nationwide reputation as an educational community, another goal of
the strategic plan.
“What we’re really trying to do
is increase the academic prestige
and reputation of the institution,”
Supplee said, citing increased scholarship work by faculty members, such
as pharmacy professor Dr. Mark Sweeney commenting on the national health
care debate and political science professor
Mark Caleb Smith being interviewed by BBC
and NPR about election issues.
“A student may say, ‘Well, that professor’s
not in my major,’ but that’s ok,” Supplee said.
“It raises the academic bar for the entire university. I think Dr. Brown says that every advance that Cedarville makes only increases the
value of your degree. And so what Cedarville
is doing right now is just going to be another
step forward.”
Another of Vision 2020’s goals – and one
that’s a little harder to pin down – is diversity.
The university’s currently aiming toward having at least 15 percent minority students and
faculty by 2020, a goal that’s already coming
to fruition.
“We’re being very intentional about recruiting students of color as well as international students,” Supplee said. She said that the
change is already observable in this year’s freshmen class, which has 11 percent minority students. Supplee said the plan is to raise that figure to 12 percent next year, 13 percent the year
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after, and so on until the plan’s goals are reached.
“I think it’s a tremendous advantage,” Supplee said of the increased diversity, “because then
you’re interacting with people who really represent
the global body of Christ far more accurately than a
group of students who are all from one area.”
That’s also included adding the new staff position of Director of Multicultural Enrollment, a role
filled this year by Justin Spann. The university’s diversity goals are also served by increased relations
with China, forming contacts in that country and
giving Chinese students the opportunity to visit
and perhaps even attend the university. Cedarville
brought over a group of 11 Chinese high school
students this past summer for a leadership camp,
a program that experienced great success and that
the university plans to continue.
Though Cedarville has just begun its course
toward completing its Vision 2020 goals, the administration is optimistic that all will proceed on
schedule.
“There’s still a good ways to go, and we’re still
relatively early in the process, but 2020 will roll
around pretty quickly,” Runyan said. “But I’m confident that we will be able to get to that goal that’s
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“Every advance that
Cedarville makes only
increases the value of
your degree.”
Janice Supplee

vice president for enrollment
management and marketing
been set for us.”
With all the changes Cedarville will undergo in
making Vision 2020 a reality, the administration
adamantly affirms that the university’s mission –
equipping students for a Christ-centered future –
remains unchanged.
“I just think there’s a huge need for Cedarville
grads today,” Gredy said. “There’s something special that goes on here. God has really anointed this
place.”
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Prayer a Powerful Tool for Volleyball Team
Players making impact by praying for opponents
by Nathaniel Bond

“Y

ou can never go wrong with devoting more time to prayer,” Cedarville
women’s volleyball head coach Doug
Walters said. Walters became convinced of the
power of prayer on a missions trip he went on
this past summer to Senegal.
Walters said he saw God work in incredible ways as a result of continual communication with him. Walters knew that he wanted to
implement this focus on prayer with his volleyball team.
Walters determined that the team needed to become more prayer-oriented in what
they hoped to accomplish this season. He
wanted them to be more gospel-centered in
all that they did, both on and off the court.
Being in NCAA Division II has given the
Lady Jackets new opportunities to share the
gospel.
“It’s a new missions field and we’re going
to be meeting a lot of people who have never
seen, heard or known anything about Cedarville,” Walters said. “We knew if we devoted
more time to prayer that God would respond.”
Before the Lady Jackets play a team, the
coaches assign each one of their players someone from the other team to pray for. The Cedarville players are given their opponents’ names
and hometowns several days in advance of the
match. Even though the Lady Jackets don’t
know the other athletes, they are able to put
them before the Lord in prayer.
Once a match is over, Walters asks the
other team’s coach if his team can pray with
the other team. After they are finished praying together, the Cedarville players find the
player they’ve been praying for. They give her a
copy of the New Testament and inside they’ve
written them a note that lets them know that
they’ve been praying for them all week. They
might ask them if they have any prayer requests or any questions about Jesus. Walters
says that the team is “looking for ways to open
doors on a more personal level.”
The Lady Jackets are looking for those
open doors, and God has been providing them
in mighty ways. Junior Kelsey Christiansen said
that the team is using every opportunity that it
has to speak truth and to present the Gospel.
“It has been really amazing to see how an
emphasis on prayer in the weeks before we

for her and her teammates. The
Lady Jackets faithfully prayed
for the team, and the Lady Pioneer players were extremely appreciative.
Senior Kara Yutzy saw
God not only at work in another girl’s life, but in her own
life as well. Early in the season, Cedarville played Virginia
Union. Yutzy met the player
she had been praying for after
the match, and they exchanged
contact information. They
were able to keep in touch as
the season progressed. They
even figured out that their
teams would be at the same
tournament later in September, and were able to meet up
once again and talk.
“I was able to pray for her
for something specific because
I had already started a relationship with her,” Yutzy said.
“It was really incredible to see
how I was able to be a blessing
in her life and how the relationship was able to be a blessing in
my life as well.”
The Gospel-centered attitude of the Lady Jackets has
also affected their testimony
on the court. The players make
Photo by Tiara Coules what they call “honor calls,”
The Cedarville women’s volleyball team huddles to pray. The
where they honestly say at the
team also prays with its opponent at the end of matches. The
end of each point which team
Lady Jackets are 20-4 this season and 3-0 in the Great Midwest
has earned the point. Officials
Athletic Conference. The 20 victories is just two short of last
and other coaches have paid
season’s victory total with 12 regular season matches left.
heed to these calls. One official
who had never seen the Lady
play someone has impacted how our interac- Jackets play walked up to Walters and said,
tions have gone and the opportunities that “You’re the honest team, right?” Walters and
his players always make sure to use these ophave come as a result,” she said.
Junior Lauren Williams said she saw God portunities to explain that everything they do is
use the Lady Jackets amidst another team’s to bring honor and glory to God.
struggle. After the match against Glenville
Being prayer-focused and gospel-centered
State, she met the player she had been praying has emerged as the focal point of the season for
for and gave her contact information to her. The the Lady Jackets.
very next day, Williams heard back from the
“That is what we are striving to do and
player who then explained that one of her team- striving to pursue this season,” senior Erica
mates had been in a serious automobile acci- Bartholomew said. “Prayer is the center of evdent. She asked if the Lady Jackets would pray erything that we do.”

“It’s a new mission field and we’re going to be meeting a lot of people
who have never seen, heard or known anything about Cedarville. We
knew if we devoted more time to prayer that God would respond.”
Doug Walters, Head Coach
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Review: Salsa Night
350 Year Evolution of Salsa event spices up DMC recital hall with dancing, music
by Cambria Puffenberger
The 350 Year Evolution of Salsa was a fun,
educational event held in the DMC recital hall
on Sept. 19. Hoseo Bondi, a museum curator
for an exhibit called “The 350 Year Evolution
of Salsa,” was the host for the evening.
The event started off right away with live
music played by Bondi and his associates as
an introduction to the subject matter of the
evening. The lecture consisted of the history
of salsa, its African and Spanish roots and the
various instruments used in salsa.
The genre of salsa is actually a combination of 95 musical influences, each mixing
together to make salsa into the unique music
we know today. It was interesting to learn that
salsa formed out of the Africans’ shaping and
reconstructing of Spanish culture through music and dance.
Speaking of dancing, there was a lot of it
going on in the recital hall that night. As soon
as the band began to play the music, students
across the board began to get out of their seats
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and into the aisle. Some even seemed to know
what they were doing. Bondi wanted to make
sure even the less artistically inclined participated, so he taught everyone the merengue.
The merengue is a very simple dance.

As soon as the band
began to play the
music, students across
the board began to get
out of their seats and
into the aisle. Some
even seemed to know
what they were doing.

Bondi had everyone short stepping in a circle
with one foot while dragging the other foot
along behind. Some of the more talented audience members added their own flare to the
dance, but everyone looked to be having a good
time as they danced to the salsa music.
Not only did Bondi teach everyone to
dance, but he also taught them a lot about the
instruments traditionally used in salsa music.
For instance, because of ancient traditions,
the one who holds the maracas is the one who
holds the floor. That’s why even in modern
salsa bands, the singer always holds the maracas. Simple instruments such as the guido (an
instrument made out of a gourd) were passed
around the audience so that everyone could
join in the fun.
The night was loud and boisterous, encouraged by the speaker, who said, “You want
to get thrown out because you are loud Hispanics!”
While there may have been a few too many
cowbells for me, those who came to the event
seemed to have a very good time.
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Art Lover Helps Artists Sell at Beans-N-Cream
by Rose Havard

M

yndi Pergram has a passion for art
that she puts on display in her hometown of Cedarville.
Pergram, the wife of the Barber of the
Ville and the daughter of Diane Cope, owner
of Beans-N-Cream in downtown Cedarville,
manages the art display inside the coffee shop,
a consignment operation she has been working
on for the past six years.
“I’ve always wanted to have some skill that
I could use, but I never felt talented enough,”
Pergram said. So she decided it wasn’t enough
to just observe the art of others; she wanted to
help the artists directly.
“I looked for other people who could do
the stuff that I loved and asked them if they
would put them in the shop.”
Pergram began displaying artists in a
shop in Mechanicsburg, about 45 minutes
away from Cedarville. She eventually moved
the display to Beans-N-Cream, where the caféon-the-corner atmosphere has made a perfect
home for the displays. Pergram’s business
is consignment — the artist signs a contract
for insurance and pricing and then loans her
pieces to display in the shop. Most of the profit
goes to the artist.
“I do things because I love it. I don’t do
things because I’m going to make lots of money at it,” Pergram said.
She learned her business by talking to

managers and artists at art festivals and markets. Pergram usually recruits her artists by
word of mouth. Most of them come from Dayton or Columbus, but she has displayed artists
from Xenia, Springfield and even Cedarville
University. However, not many people at Cedarville seem to know Pergram’s operation
exists. Only two photographers and a jewelry
maker have taken advantage of her business.
In the shop, Pergram displays any kind of
handmade art or object. Scarves, stationery,
soaps, bags, pottery, wind chimes, tea wallets
and jewelry flank the counter of Beans-NCream. Currently, ink and watercolor paintings hang in the green room to the right and on
the wall above the piano. The art in the green
room and on the wall usually switches out every month.
Pergram says she’ll take whatever is handmade and family friendly. Jewelry sells well at
Beans-N-Cream.
“One girl from the university makes some
jewelry down here,” Pergram said. “It’s just
something extra for her, and it’s fun to turn
around and give her a check at the end of the
month. She spends a few weeks making the
jewelry then gives it to me to display. Then she
doesn’t have to worry about it.”
Pergram has also organized Cedarville’s
summer farm and arts market.
“I love community. I love supporting individuals,” Pergram said.
The market completed its second year this

September, and usually runs from the beginning of May to the end of September. The vendors set up tables along downtown Cedarville’s
sidewalks and stay open from 4 to 7 p.m. Pergram says there are about 11 vendors on average every day. The vendors sell farm produce,
baked and handmade goods or art, and generally enjoy themselves.
During Christmas, Pergram plans to have
another open show display. Any artist can give
her work to display, and she fills the shop with
all kinds of art. She encourages any artist to
come talk to her about displaying work in the
shop.

Myndi Pergram runs an art consignment business at Beans-N-Cream. Most of her clients come from Dayton and Columbus.
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Movie Review:
‘Blue Like Jazz’

Movie Review:
‘Snow White’

by Becca Powlus

by Ashley Matthew

Loosely-based on the best-selling book by the same title, “Blue Like
Jazz” is an unconventional story about Christianity, its shortcomings
and one boy’s struggle to find faith and the truth. A variety of praises
and criticisms of the film have been voiced in the Christian sphere. And
while some of those criticisms are legitimate, a fuller understanding of
the movie’s message needs to be taken into account.
The basic premise of the story is the struggle of the main character,
Don, to figure out who he is and what he really believes. Don graduates
high school as a typical Christian kid – a leader in his youth group and
a “good” guy by ethical standards. His plans to attend a Christian university are thrown to the wayside when Don discovers that his mother
— a divorced, single parent — is having an affair with his youth pastor
who is married. Suddenly sickened by the hypocrisy in the church, Don
decides to get as far away as he can and attends Reed College, one of the
most progressive and godless campuses in America. There Don turns
his back on his Christian upbringing, revels in his newfound “freedom”
and continues to wrestle with questions of truth and meaning.
“Blue Like Jazz” is certainly not a film you can label “Christian.” It’s
unconventional. It’s raw, rough and real – not your typical Sherwood
Baptist production. Off-color humor, mockery of God and Christianity, alcohol use and a smattering of foul language dominate much of
the screenplay. Some have criticized the film because of this, deeming
the offensive material unnecessary. But without the presence of such
content, the story would be exceptionally less convincing, accurate and
influential. The viewers see the way Don transitions from the goodygoody Christian into a foul-mouthed scoffer, a transformation that
would be cheapened by the omission of objectionable content for the
sole purpose of avoiding offending someone. That’s the point: it’s supposed to be offensive.
Even though Don undergoes this apparently drastic change in behavior and character, it’s quite evident throughout the film that he can’t
shake the feeling that there’s more to Christ than the mistakes of his
followers. Through a peculiar series of events that are best explained
by simply watching the movie, Don comes to a sort of reunion with God
that is unique and resounding. In the end, “Blue Like Jazz” can be seen
as a testament to the way God relentlessly pursues us even in the darkest of places.

“Snow White and the Huntsman,” a summer film, was recently released on DVD Sept. 11. However, this PG-13 film is nothing like any
Disney version you have seen of Snow White. This film by Universal
Pictures takes a darker approach to the original Grimm tale, but with
a twist.
This action-adventure film tells the story of Snow White (Kristen
Stewart), who is imprisoned by her stepmother, Queen Ravenna (Charlize Theron). The Queen sees the princess as a threat because of her
beauty and an ancient prophecy. To stop the prophecy from coming
true, Queen Ravenna must take the princess’s heart, granting the queen
immortal youth. Snow White manages to escape the castle and her
fate. Eventually finding help from a huntsman (Chris Hemsworth), a
group of dwarves and her childhood friend William (Sam Claflin), Snow
White ventures on a journey to defeat Queen Ravenna and win back her
kingdom.
If you do choose to watch this DVD, I recommend watching the
extended version of the film because it explains parts of the plot better than the theatrical version. Toward the beginning, it seemed to
have potential, but as the movie progressed it continued to be more
of a disappointment. While the few action scenes in the film were well
done, there could have been a larger number of them to make up for
the slow plot.
A factual error to Snow White’s tale can quickly be seen toward
the beginning of the film. In the original fairy tale, Snow White’s hair is
described as ebony, but when they show Snow White as a child, her hair
is light brown. For a fan of fairy tales, that small mistake could prove
irritable.
One thing that was done exceptionally well was the costumes, particularly those of Snow White and Queen Ravenna. The makeup even
did a decent job of showing how Queen Ravenna was aging. Another
successful factor was the special effects that at times gave a more magical feel to the film, particularly in the Enchanted Forest scene. The
special effects further provided an interesting portrayal of the queen’s
magic mirror. The film’s musical score was additionally enjoyable.
From a Christian point of view, some scenes in the film could be
seen as disturbing, such as the scene where Queen Ravenna is seen
eating a dead bird. The relationship between Queen Ravenna and her
brother Finn (Sam Spruell) appeared a bit awkward at times. Another
criticism lies in the death scene of one of the dwarves – a rip-off of the
ABC series “Once Upon A Time.”
In regards to the acting, Charlize Theron, Sam Claflin and Chris
Hemsworth portrayed their characters the best, but Kristen Stewart did
not portray her character well. As the main character, her role should
have showed the most emotion. However, she conveyed very little emotion in her scenes and seemed as if she was uninterested in her character.
If you do wish to see this film, it might not be best to rent or buy it
if you would have to pay money to see it. Just wait until it ends up on
Netflix for free or try to get a copy from the library if they have it.
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CD Reviews
by Jesse Silk

ARTIST: THEOCRACY

ARTIST: LECRAE

ARTIST: TEMPOSHARK

ALBUM: AS THE WORLD BLEEDS

ALBUM: GRAVITY

ALBUM: THREADS

GENRE: PROGRESSIVE METAL

GENRE: RAP/HIP-HOP

GENRE: POP

Theocracy’s 2011 release “As the World
Bleeds” has garnered high praise so far
and has set a new benchmark for other
musicians of the progressive metal and
Christian metal (more eloquently called
“white metal”) genres. The 11-minute
opening epic “I Am” undoubtedly steals
the show, weaving together numerous
different musical segments and bucking the
traditional verse-chorus-verse-chorus-rinserepeat trend in typical Theocracy fashion.
“I Am” eventually and intriguingly breaks
into three simultaneous vocal parts singing
different lyrics, and it closes with a very
moving segment emphasizing the magnitude
of Christ’s sacrifice. Other strong points in
the album include “Nailed,” “Altar to the
Unknown God” and the title track, “As the
World Bleeds.” The band combines myriad
influences, including piano-driven ballad
formats, Celtic melodies and the progressive
metal formula made famous by the godfathers
of the genre, Dream Theater. Singer Matt
Smith demonstrates his astounding vocal
range and lyrical concerns for the edification
of the Church. “Nailed” courses through
Church history with an ode to Martin Luther,
and “Hide in the Fairytale” and the title
track address original sin and the guilt of
humanity. The excellent musicianship and
wildly inventive compositions of Theocracy’s
latest release have shattered many of the often
true stereotypes of Christian music and have
therefore drawn appeal in the secular music
realm as well.

Perhaps no bigger name exists in popular
Christian music today than Lecrae, and his
success has continued with the chart-topping
album “Gravity.” The album peaked atop both
the rap album chart and Christian album
chart this month and has received favorable
reviews, although not rating a Lecrae album
highly seems to be nearly impossible for
critics.
The rapper could have just completely
rehashed prior musical ventures and still
been supported and acclaimed, but thankfully
he and his fellow musicians chose to add a
decently satisfying level of variance with this
album. The intro song includes a rare guitar
solo, and Lecrae adopts a Jamaican-sounding
accent in the song “Violence,” which provides
the truthful statement, “The weakest ones
follow; the strong reconsider.”
For those looking for a sound similar to
the classic “Rehab” album, “Tell the World”
has a similar vibe, while other songs pick up
where Lecrae left off with “Rehab: Overdose,”
implementing the ever-popular device of
autotune.

Little-known Temposhark’s most recent
release “Threads” shines as an excellent
underground pop and electronica album, with
singer/songwriter Rob Diament once again
providing his listeners with unique yet anthemic pop music that lends itself to modern
dance.
The album, independently released, starts
off with the incredibly catchy “Irresistible,”
which, like many of Temposhark’s songs,
carries a surprisingly heavy, minor-toned
element for a pop song. “Bye Bye Baby” and
“Stuck” are also charged with danceable qualities, while the hopeful and moving “Green
Lights” may be the band’s best all-around
song. In the closing track, “The Last Time I
Saw Matthew,” it’s essentially just Diament
and a piano, a combination which began his
career during his teen years.
It’s difficult to find a weak track on
“Threads,” as other solid songs include the
slightly bluesy “Frames,” the enchanting
“Fireworks, “Cold” and the title track.
With a medley of piano, synthesizer, guitar, bell and violin, the album ventures out to
potentially garner interest from fans of other
genres while clearly maintaining its electronic
pop base.
Lyrically, Diament acknowledges
“Threads” is “a break-up album in many
ways,” though the challenging of gender roles
and mysterious introspection and storylines
cast a new light on human relationships.
“Threads,” a great follow-up to its masterful
predecessor “The Invisible Line,” proves that
the mainstream success of pop music is often
inversely related to its quality.
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“Gravity” follows the Lecrae trend
of finishing an album strong. The
aforementioned “Tell the World,” the catchy
“I Know” and the U2-sounding “Higher,”
which features Tenth Avenue North, are some
of the best tracks on the album. Altogether,
Lecrae’s ministry, his expanded, honest lyrical
focus and a solid music by the standards of his
genre definitely make “Gravity” a worthwhile
release.
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OPINION

A Christian’s Case Not to Vote
Why abstaining can make your voice heard

D

uring this time of
year, the unceasing media coverage of the upcoming presidential election and the
always-present pressure
to vote inevitably implant
thoughts of politics in our
minds. And as Christians,
we know our mission is to
impact the world around
Jesse Silk
us, so voting could seem
like one way to make a difference.
But before we punch a hole in that ballot
card, we should not only reexamine where we
stand politically, but why we even stand politically at all. Many times, believers will align
themselves with the party platform that they
believe checks off the most Christian boxes.
Whether the issues be sanctity of life, marriage or economic issues like providing for the
poor — all of which are of great importance — a
common approach of believers is to try to fuse
biblical values with a political position.
But why do we really flock to the voting
booths? Do we believe the “if you don’t vote,
you aren’t heard” adage? Are you really heard
in an indirect democracy of 312 million people?
Many will say voting isn’t about actually
swaying the result of the election with your individual vote, but that it’s about holding to a
principle so you can walk away from the booth
feeling that you voted for what you thought
was right.
I don’t see many logical problems with
that for any non-Christians who identify with
their country. But the problem arises when
church roadside signs read “make sure to register to vote” instead of providing the good
news, and when sanctuaries turn into voting
centers. If we don’t see an identity crises here,
we aren’t looking closely enough.
To put this into context, it’d be helpful to
first read my editorial from last year titled “Do
American Christians Worship Nationalism?”
It establishes the tension of a split loyalty between God and country. Once we recognize
such an ideological disconnect, an eventual
reevaluation of our place in God’s kingdom
vs. this temporary, mightily flawed kingdom
should follow.
A new stance on voting is just one of many
byproducts of letting our attachments to a
country and its politics dissolve. For those who
hold to this belief system, voting would therefore be viewed as an action which does not
align with an ideology centered in the Gospel.
Some would even say they have a moral obligation not to vote.
Trying to hide the fact that government is
a realm of worldly gods is essentially putting
lipstick on a pig. Why else would Satan offer
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to give Christ the “kingdoms of the world” in
Matthew 4?” Who can give something without
possessing it first?
Furthermore, in the synoptic passage in
Luke 4, Satan claims “authority and splendor”
have “been given to me, and I can give it to
anyone I want to.” Jesus, always meticulous
and thorough in his truthful defenses, doesn’t
refute this point, but instead directs his answer
to the latter, false part of the tempter’s words,
replying that worship should be for God only.
Satan has a track record of combining truth
with lie to deceive. An honest examination of
the kingdoms of this world shows that he began his attempt with truth: they are indeed his.
This is just one biblical example in a vast
sea of warnings and defenses against aligning
ourselves with the kingdoms of the world. And
while merely filling out a ballot does not make
us guilty of the wrongs of voted-for regime,
our participation links us with that kingdom
and shows our approval of that politician. If
we believe the pro-voting saying, “If you don’t
vote, you can’t complain” — which is to say
that if you did vote and your candidate lost,
you have the right to critique the opposition
for the following regime — certainly the flip
side must be true. If your candidate does win
and later acts in a way which displeases you,
you voted for him for better or for worse and
are still tied in with those actions. We can’t
preach the importance of voting on one hand

and deny its significance when it’s inconvenient for us. And if you find yourself voting
just so the other candidate doesn’t win, which
is a frequent dilemma for voters, then you’re
still tied to the choices of that lesser-of-twoevils candidate.
Surely Christians cannot avoid interaction
with the government completely. We should
still pay taxes as the Word commands and
obey laws not in conflict with God’s, but those
necessities are a far cry from embracing the
system, which only an unfortunate misreading
of Romans 13 could construe. So, we should
not feel pressure to vote despite the bevy of
pro-voting phraseology surrounding us.
I wouldn’t say voting is sinful, and I don’t
impose this view on others often — other than
writing the occasional editorial — but it’s important to understand why some Christians
won’t be at the polls this November because of
their strongly rooted beliefs.
So whether you decide to vote or abstain,
don’t be apathetic about it. If it’s really as important as everyone says it is, then critically
think about what you’re doing before you act.
And remember that you’re way of changing the
society around you isn’t by casting a vote. Never sell yourself short by thinking politicians are
a more able societal catalyst than you.
A Christian’s case not to vote? Because
God’s kingdom is our kingdom, and it is up to
us to continually usher it into the world.

Dave Swindler’s Auto Service LLC
“It’s Our Name Not Our Game”
“Swindler is honest, fair
and does excellent work”

35 years Experience

- Dean Brad Smith

Certified Master Mechanic
ASE Techs/IATN Member
David Swindler/Owner

“Swindler Auto is one
of the most dependable
and trustworthy shops around”

2787 S. Limestone (RT 72)
Springfield, Ohio 45505

- Carl Ruby

937-327-0744
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Photo Competition Winners

Congratulations to the winners of our photo competition: Thanks for braving the crazy Cedarville traffic to capture this awesome picture.
Back Row from Left: Matthew Belschner, Hannah Elwell
Front Row from Left: David Brush, Ashlee Wilson, Landon Bundenthal, Marissa Simpson, Melissa Featherman

